The Pernicious Perversion of Parole
A 70-year battle between Congress and the president

By George Fishman

Key Points

- The Department of Homeland Security may temporarily “parole” aliens into the U.S. only on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.

- In 1952, Congress granted the Executive Branch this power, which “should be surrounded with strict limitations ... in emergency cases, such as the case of an alien who requires immediate medical attention ... and a witness or for purposes of prosecution.”

- Beginning in 1956, both Democrat and Republican presidents have used the parole power “to circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy”, bringing in hundreds of thousands of aliens over the years. Each succeeding administration (other than the Trump administration) has used the parole power to achieve an illegitimate power grab.

- Congress has unsuccessfully tried to rein in the abuse of parole, even setting up our current refugee admission program in 1980 to prevent the executive branch from setting refugee policy through abuse of the parole power.

- The Trump administration tried on a number of occasions to rein in parole abuse, shutting down the Obama administration’s international entrepreneur and Central American Minors (CAM) programs. While a federal court blocked Trump’s termination of the entrepreneur program, another permitted the termination of CAM. The Biden administration has pulled DHS’s proposed regulation terminating the entrepreneur program and has restarted — and greatly expanded — CAM. CAM now allows certain groups of mostly illegal aliens from Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras, including those who have merely applied for asylum or U visa status, to procure parole for their unmarried minor children living back home.

- Late last year, the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals found that “DHS cannot ... parole aliens en masse; that [is] the whole point of the ‘case-by-case’ requirement” and that “DHS’s pretended power to parole aliens while ignoring the limitations Congress imposed on the parole power [is] ... misenforcement, suspension of the INA, or both.”

- Texas and other states have recently sued the Biden administration, asking a federal court in Texas to declare the CAM parole program unlawful. Texas’s challenge could shake the very foundations of the executive branch’s edifice of abuse of the parole power.

- Congress should pass Lamar Smith’s original parole reform provision from 1996, only permitting parole 1) for a medical emergency; 2) for organ donation to a family member; 3) to visit a family member whose death is imminent; 4) for an alien who has assisted U.S. law enforcement and whose presence is needed by the government or whose life is threatened; or 5) for criminal prosecution.

George Fishman is a senior legal fellow at the Center.
Introduction

This June will mark the 70th anniversary of the enactment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, still America’s foundational immigration law. Tucked into the “McCarran Walter Act” was a provision that granted the attorney general the discretionary power to “parole” aliens into the United States: “The Attorney General may in his discretion parole into the United States temporarily under such conditions as he may prescribe for emergent reasons or for reasons deemed strictly in the public interest any alien applying for admission to the United States.” Currently, all aliens granted parole must apply for employment authorization (8 C.F.R. § 274a.12(c)(11)) and aliens who have been paroled for at least one year are eligible for federal welfare benefits to the same extent as are legal permanent residents (8 U.S.C. §§ 1613(a), 1641(b)(4)).

As Jan Ting, professor at Temple University’s Beasley School of Law and a former assistant commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, testified to Congress: “the parole authority ... as enacted and as intended by Congress. ... [does not] contemplate the availability of parole for broad categories of beneficiaries defined by nationality who would not qualify as refugees or for admission under established immigration admission policies.”

Yet, as Arnold Leibowitz (special counsel to the Senate Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on Immigration and Refugee Policy and former special counsel to the Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy) writes: “The phenomenon of mass parole began in 1956 when [President Eisenhower] interpreted very broadly the parole authority ... to permit [Hungarians] to enter en masse as refugees. [P]rior to 1956, the parole authority had been used only to benefit individual aliens.” And as Professors Adam Cox of the University of Chicago Law School and Cristina Rodriguez of the New York University School of Law similarly conclude:

President[s] [have used] powers expressly delegated to [them] by Congress to advance [their] own immigration agenda [in a manner that] accomplish[ed] objectives Congress almost certainly did not intend and expanding or repurposing Congress’s original design.

... [Perhaps] the best twentieth-century example of [this] is the President’s use of the parole power ... [to] serve[] as “the central tool of American refugee policy[.]”

... In 1956, President Eisenhower seized on the then-obscure parole provision ... to admit temporarily 15,000 Hungarians ... despite the absence of congressional authorization.

Parole has become routinely used “to circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy [and] to admit aliens who do not qualify for admission under established legal immigration categories.”

The 1st Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that:

The legislative history of the parole statute demonstrates clearly that Congress intended that such largesse be extended infrequently, where exigent circumstances obtained. ... [And it] demonstrates beyond cavil that Congress consistently visualized parole as an indulgence to be granted only occasionally, in the case of rare and exigent circumstances, and only when it would plainly serve the public interest. The historical record admits of no doubt on this score. ... [I]t cannot reasonably be argued but that the Congress has sown the seeds of the parole authority in such a scanty way as to plant a decidedly austere garden. [Emphasis added.]
Yet, this practice has been adopted by pretty much every succeeding administration for the last 70 years (with, to its credit, the partial exception of the Trump administration). In essence, each succeeding administration has used the parole power in an illegitimate and extra-constitutional power grab. As Ting explains:

"There’s been an ongoing tension between the executive branch and the Congress. The executive branch likes to use parole in a variety of different ways to solve whatever immediate political problem they’re confronting, and I think Congress has clearly made multiple efforts to try and restrain the executive branch’s use of — of parole power in trying to narrowly define and limit the executive branch’s parole authority."\(^9\)

This has been especially true in the realm of refugee policy, as Cox and Rodriguez conclude: From 1956 “forward, the parole provision became the central tool of American refugee policy — a tool that ... permitted the President to dominate refugee admissions policy.”\(^10\) They note that:

"Prior to 1980, the Executive essentially set the federal government’s priorities with respect to refugee admissions. Before Congress passed the Refugee Act of 1980, which incorporated the definition of refugee in international law into domestic law and created a full-blown asylum system to hear claims from potential refugees regardless of their national origin, the Executive mostly managed refugee crises on a case-by-case basis. The Administration selected refugees either through the overseas refugee program, through the exercise of the parole authority, or via ... withholding [of removal] claims. Through the decades of the Cold War, the Executive used these tools to admit large numbers of refugees fleeing communist persecution, as well as the governments of the Middle East, thus advancing through delegated power a particular vision of what constituted a worthy refugee in line with the President’s prevailing foreign policy concerns."\(^11\)

This rogue use of parole has continuously undermined the Constitution’s separation of powers between the legislative and executive branches. In 2003, F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr., chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, underscored to the Bush administration that:

"Article I, section 8, clause 4 of the Constitution provides that Congress shall have power to “establish a uniform Rule of Naturalization.” The Supreme Court has long found that this provision of the Constitution grants Congress plenary power over immigration policy. As the Court found in Galvan v. Press [in 1954], [that] “the formulation of policies [pertaining to the entry of aliens and their right to be here] is entrusted exclusively to Congress has become about as firmly imbedded in the legislative and judicial tissues of our body politic as any aspect of our government.” And, as the Court found in Kleindienst v. Mandel [in 1972], “[t]he Court without exception has sustained Congress’ plenary power to make rules for the admission of aliens and to exclude those who possess those characteristics which Congress has forbidden.”\(^12\)

Now, Congress has by no means timidly accepted this as a fait accompli. Cox and Rodriguez write that “[a]t various points in history, members of Congress have declared that the Executive has stretched the parole power far beyond its intended meaning, and Congress has attempted several times to rein in this executive discretion.”\(^13\) Congress has modified the statutory definition of parole to drive home the point and in 1980 established our modern refugee regime with the goal of preventing the executive branch from using parole to usurp refugee policy. However, up until now, all of Congress’s efforts have been to no avail. And to rub it in, administrations have loved to justify their rogue use of the parole power by citing the precedent of previous administrations’ abuses. The score: presidents, 12; Congress, 0. We might need to invoke the slaughter rule.

Let us now take a detailed look at Congress’ intent in creating the parole power, the misdeeds of succeeding administrations, and the legislative branch’s attempts to rein them in.

**The Immigration Act of 1952**

The House Judiciary Committee’s report on what was to be enacted as the “McCarran Walter Act” made clear that:

"Having concluded that failure by an alien to meet the strict qualitative tests will disqualify him for admission to the United States, the committee is of the opinion that any discretionary authority to waive the grounds for exclusion should be carefully restricted to those cases where extenuating circumstances clearly require such action and that the discretionary authority should be surrounded with strict limitations. ... to permit the Attorney General to parole inadmissible
aliens into the United States in emergency cases, such as the case of an alien who requires immediate medical attention before there has been an opportunity for an immigration officer to inspect him, and in cases where it is strictly in the public interest to have an inadmissible alien present in the United States, such as, for instance, a witness or for purposes of prosecution.\textsuperscript{14}

The 1\textsuperscript{st} Circuit, citing the language of the report, concluded that:

\begin{quote}
We are fully persuaded that, as originally conceived by the enacting Congress, \textit{parole was meant to be the exception rather than the rule}. It was to be catalyzed only by the existence of an emergency (whether a personal emergency, such as an alien's medical needs, or a public emergency, such as a national need to have the alien present within the country). [Emphasis added.]\textsuperscript{15}
\end{quote}

\section*{The Immigration Act of 1965}

The Immigration Act of 1965 for the first time established a visa category for refugees. Cox and Rodriguez note that “[a]s early as the 1965 amendments ... it was clear that Congress was displeased with the Executive's use of the parole power.”\textsuperscript{16} The committee reports accompanying the act make clear that the new preference category was designed to curtail the executive's use of the parole power. The Senate Judiciary Committee report stated that:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Inasmuch as definite provision has now been made for refugees, it is the express intent of the committee that the parole provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act, which remain unchanged by this bill, be administered in accordance with the original intention of the drafters of that legislation. The parole provisions were designed to authorize the Attorney General to act only in emergent, individual, and isolated situations, such as the case of an alien who requires immediate medical attention, and not for the immigration of classes or groups outside of the limit of the law. [Emphasis added.]}\textsuperscript{17}
\end{quote}

The 1\textsuperscript{st} Circuit read this report language to demonstrate that just “as originally conceived by the enacting Congress, parole was meant to be the exception rather than the rule,” and this “same sort of inelastic fabric was rewoven in 1965.”\textsuperscript{18}

\section*{The Ford and Carter Administrations and the Refugee Act of 1980}

Peter Margulies, professor and director of the Immigration Law Clinic at Roger Williams University School of Law, writes that “in 1980 [Congress through the Refugee Act expressed] displeasure over expansive uses of [parole] discretion by the Executive Branch.”\textsuperscript{19} As explained by Arnold Leibowitz, this was occasioned by the mass use of parole at the chaotic conclusion of the Vietnam War:

\begin{quote}
\textit{[T]he very broad use of executive parole authority ... led to the Refugee Act of 1980. ... In 1976, 130,000 refugees were evacuated from Indochina, most of whom were paroled and resettled into the United States. ... Using his parole authority, the president effectively avoided the strictures of immigration law and acted without formal congressional authorization. Congressional reaction was less than enthusiastic. The Refugee Act of 1980, therefore, recognized the continuation of an annual refugee flow and responded to the congressional desire for participation in the decision-making response if there were to be refugee admissions beyond a specified normal flow. It banned the use of the parole authority for mass admittance of refugees, although “a particular alien” may be paroled into the U.S. for “compelling reasons in the public interest.”}\textsuperscript{20}
\end{quote}

Cox and Rodriguez note that the Refugee Act was also reacting to the misuse of parole regarding Cubans and Haitians:

\begin{quote}
Though Congress attempted to curtail the President's use of the power by enacting a refugee preference regime in 1965, presidents continued to wield the ... power ... in order to admit large groups of noncitizens, including during refugee crises from Cuba, Haiti, and Vietnam.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
With the Refugee Act of 1980, Congress directly responded to the executive-driven agenda in two ways. First, it added language to the parole provision requiring that the discretionary act serve compelling reasons in the public interest — an addition many in Congress (perhaps mistakenly) regarded as a means of "bring[ing] the admission of refugees under greater Congressional and statutory control." Second, and more importantly, it created a scheme for overseas refugee
\end{quote}
selection that expressly delegated power to the President to set the number of annual refugee admissions and to select the countries from which they would be accepted.

[T]he Executive continued its large-scale use of the parole power to respond to the Cuban refugee crisis that arose in the 1960s, and later to respond to the large refugee populations that came from Vietnam, as well as Haiti and Cuba, in the 1970s. Congress’s dissatisfaction with this use of parole and its desire to exert more control over refugee policy helped prompt the passage of the Refugee Act of 1980. Indeed, the language requiring “compelling reasons in the public interest” for the parole power to be invoked did not exist when the parole provision was first adopted [in] 1952. Congress added the language ... in 1980 in large part to restrict the use of parole in refugee contexts, including with respect to the Executive’s heavy reliance on the power to manage the Haitian exoduses.

When Congress ... created a comprehensive regulatory scheme for the admission of refugees, the legislative history that accompanied the Act made clear that Congress sought to constrain the President’s use of parole authority.\textsuperscript{21}

What did Congress itself say? The Senate Judiciary Committee Report explained that the legislation’s goal was “ending the years of ad hoc use of the parole authority, which has been implemented by custom rather than clearly defined by law.”\textsuperscript{22} The Conference Report explained that the House amendment limited the use of parole to individual refugees and required that in utilizing parole, the attorney general must determine that “compelling reasons in the public interest ... require that the alien be paroled into the United States rather than be admitted as a refugee.”\textsuperscript{23}

As Sen. Edward Kennedy, one of the architects of the legislation, later put it:

[A] concern in Congress was the use of the Attorney General’s “parole authority”. I felt that Congress had provided ample approval and constitutional justification for the authority. However, many disagreed, and the issue was of deep concern to many in Congress, especially in the House of Representatives. One of the principal arguments for the Act was that it would bring the admission of refugees under greater Congressional and statutory control and eliminate the need to use the parole authority.\textsuperscript{24}

The 1\textsuperscript{st} Circuit has concluded that:

[Plainly, a] purpose of the Refugee Act [was] to eliminate the Attorney General’s use of his parole authority as a regularly-travelled alternate route for entry into the United States.

... The Refugee Act was intended to provide a procedure which would minimize the Attorney General’s need to utilize his parole power as an informal vehicle to assure the admission of refugees.

The only conclusion which can sensibly be drawn ... is that Congress was attempting to restore the parole authority to the narrow uses for which it was originally intended, that is, “for emergent reasons or for reasons deemed strictly in the public interest,” ... and not to perpetuate — or further encourage — its employment as a discretionary floodgate for the admission of an alien tide.

There are clear indicia of a congressional desire to discourage any extravagant — or even generous — use of the Attorney General’s parole authority in connection with both nonrefugee and refugee aliens. The statutory scheme and the annals of the Congress manifest a design to restrict the employment of parole within close confines. The Refugee Act itself was meant to provide an orderly system for the admission of refugees that would replace the erratic, oftentimes improvident, use of the Attorney General’s parole authority for the same purpose. ... [The] statute [was] constructed to reduce both the haphazardness and the incidence of parole.

... The Refugee Act of 1980 cannot sensibly be heard as a clarion call to parole on demand. [Emphasis added.]\textsuperscript{25}

Senator Kennedy observed that “the ink was hardly dry on this historic reform when the new law faced its first test: the massive influx of Cuban refugees to the United States, which began a few weeks after the Act became effective on April 1, 1980.”
According to Kennedy, the Carter administration resorted once again to ad hoc use of the parole power — “to many, it was discouraging to see the new tools available to the government ignored” after Congress had worked many years on the act’s reforms.26

Lauren Gilbert, professor at St. Thomas University School of Law, writes that:

President Carter’s decision in 1980 to parole into the United States over 100,000 Cubans who arrived during the Mariel boatlift [occurred shortly after] Congress had just passed the Refugee Act of 1980. ... The new law prohibited the Attorney General from paroling a refugee into the United States absent “compelling reasons in the public interest with respect to that particular alien.” Despite this prohibition, President Carter paroled large groups of Cubans (as well as many Haitian asylum seekers) into the United States in response to what was arguably an “unforeseen emergency,” but using parole as the mechanism seemed contrary to the letter and spirit of the recently-passed Refugee Act.27

And Professors Stephen Legomsky at the Washington University School of Law and Cristina Rodriguez find that:

To the extent that the Refugee Act of 1980 was meant to be the exclusive vehicle for admitting refugees, it has achieved only partial success. ... [T]he grant of parole rather than refugee status [to Cubans in the Mariel boatlift and Haitians at the same time] seems contrary to both the language and the spirit of the 1980 Act.28

The Immigration Act of 1990

Cox and Rodriguez write that:

In 1990, Congress further systematized the process of admitting noncitizens fleeing disaster by creating the Temporary Protected Status (TPS) designation, which authorizes the President to permit categories of noncitizens to remain in the United States on a temporary basis, provided they meet statutory criteria defining the types of calamities Congress deemed worthy of response through protection. The combination of [the Refugee Act and TPS] suggests that Congress sought to replace the nontransparent use of parole and other discretionary mechanisms with semi-supervised and controlled schemes of delegation that required the President to submit his recommendations to congressional committees and to consult with various agency heads in the process.29

The Clinton Administration and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996

The current language of the parole statute, with the limitation on its use “only on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit”, was added by the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA):30

[The Secretary of DHS] may ... in his discretion parole into the United States temporarily under such conditions as he may prescribe only on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit any alien applying for admission to the United States, but such parole of such alien shall not be regarded as an admission of the alien and when the purposes of such parole shall, in the opinion of the [Secretary] have been served the alien shall forthwith return or be returned to the custody from which he was paroled.31

H.R. 2202, the bill introduced by Lamar Smith, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims, and reported by the committee in 1996 proposed to modify the parole statue to read:

(B) The Attorney General may parole an alien based on an urgent humanitarian reason ... only if—

(i) the alien has a medical emergency and the alien cannot obtain necessary treatment in the foreign state in which the alien is residing or the medical emergency is life-threatening and there is insufficient time for the alien to be admitted through the normal visa process;
(ii) the alien is needed in the United States in order to donate an organ or other tissue for transplant into a close family member; or

(iii) the alien has a close family member in the United States whose death is imminent and the alien could not arrive in the United States in time to see such family member alive if the alien were to be admitted through the normal visa process.

(C) The Attorney General may parole an alien based on a reason deemed strictly in the public interest ... only if—

(i) the alien has assisted the United States Government in a matter, such as a criminal investigation, espionage, or other similar law enforcement activity, and either the alien's presence in the United States is required by the Government or the alien's life would be threatened if the alien were not permitted to come to the United States; or

(ii) the alien is to be prosecuted in the United States for a crime.

(D) The Attorney General may not use the parole authority under this paragraph to permit to come to the United States aliens who have applied for and have been found to be ineligible for refugee status or any alien to whom the provisions of this paragraph do not apply.32

The House Judiciary Committee Report explained that:

The text [of the parole statute] is clear that the parole authority was intended to be used on a case-by-case basis to meet specific needs, and not as a supplement to Congressionally-established immigration policy. In recent years, however, parole has been used increasingly to admit entire categories of aliens who do not qualify for admission under any other category in immigration law, with the intent that they will remain permanently in the United States. This contravenes the intent of [the parole statute], but also illustrates why further, specific limitations on the Attorney General's discretion are necessary.

Additionally, the Attorney General has not kept accurate records in the past of the way in which parole authority is used. Consequently, Congress has no way to effectively exercise its oversight authority over the use of parole. Without an effective control mechanism, the Attorney General can continue to use the parole authority to implement immigration policy without Congressional knowledge or approval.

An example of a recent abuse of the parole authority stems from the September 1994 migration agreement negotiated by the Clinton Administration with Cuba. To implement this agreement, the Administration is using the parole authority to admit up to 20,000 Cuban nationals annually. The paroled Cubans will eventually be entitled to adjust to permanent resident status. In this case, the use of parole to fulfill the terms of the Cuban migration agreement is a misuse and intentionally admits, on a permanent basis, aliens who are not otherwise eligible for immigrant visas. Such use of the parole authority has not been authorized by Congress. Indeed, the Clinton Administration did not even attempt to consult with Congress in negotiating the Cuban migration agreement.

Parole should only be given on a case-by-case basis for specified urgent humanitarian reasons, such as life-threatening humanitarian medical emergencies, or for specified public interest reasons, such as assisting the government in a law-enforcement-related activity. It should not be used to circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy or to admit aliens who do not qualify for admission under established legal immigration categories.

...
The title of H.R. 2202 containing this provision was removed from the bill on the House floor.

In 2015, Sens. Charles Grassley, Jeff Sessions, and Mike Lee asked DHS to “explain ... how, for each of the Administration's parole programs described in this letter, the program does not violate the congressional proscription on using parole ‘to circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy or to admit aliens who do not qualify for admission under established legal immigration policies.”

DHS responded that:

There is no “congressional proscription” as described in the question. The question references a statement in [the] House Report ... which accompanied H.R. 2202. ... That statement concerns a section of that bill ... which would have sharply limited the parole authority. ... Congress, however, did not enact this provision into law. Rather, in the conference committee ... the House generally receded to the much more limited changes in the Senate bill. ... The quoted language thus neither constitutes enacted law nor legislative history describing enacted law. On the contrary, it is a policy statement of the House Judiciary Committee that Congress as a whole — by rejecting the provision it supports — explicitly chose not to adopt.

However, the Senate's goal in 1996 mirrored that of the House. The Senate Judiciary Committee Report stated that its parole reform provision was intended to “reduce[] the abuse of parole” and “[t]ighten[] the Attorney General's parole authority,” and that “[t]he committee bill is needed to address ... the abuse of humanitarian provisions such as ... parole.” Thus, the current statutory language reflects a bicameral goal in 1996, as the 2nd Circuit recognized:

Congress, in IIRIRA, specifically narrowed the executive's discretion ... to grant “parole into the United States”.

... 

IIRIRA struck ... the phrase “for emergent reasons or for reasons deemed strictly in the public interest” as grounds for granting parole into the United States and inserted “only on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.” ... The legislative history indicates that this change was animated by concern that parole ... was being used by the executive to circumvent congressionally established immigration policy. [Emphasis added].

The 9th Circuit has come to a similar conclusion:

In enacting IIRIRA ... Congress expressed concern that the Attorney General had been using parole “to circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy or to admit aliens who do not qualify for admission under established legal immigration categories.” ... Congress responded in IIRIRA by narrowing the circumstances in which aliens could qualify for “parole into the United States”.

As the 5th Circuit concluded in State of Texas v. Biden in December:

Throughout the mid-twentieth century, the executive branch on multiple occasions purported to use the parole power to bring in large groups of immigrants. ... In response, Congress twice amended [the parole statute] to limit the scope of the parole power and prevent the executive branch from using it as a programmatic policy tool ... in the Refugee Act of 1980 [and in IIRIRA].

... 

DHS cannot ... parole aliens en masse; that was the whole point of the “case-by-case” requirement that Congress added in IIRIRA.

DHS was simply wrong. Commentators agree — a leading treatise on immigration law concludes that IIRIRA's “limitation appears to have eliminated the use of parole for mass immigration purposes.”
The George W. Bush Administration

In 2007, DHS implemented the Cuban Family Reunification Parole Program, which provided Cuban beneficiaries of approved family-based immigrant visa petitions with parole so that they wouldn't have to remain in Cuba to await the availability of numerically-limited immigrant visas:

In furtherance of the U.S.-Cuba Migration Accords, the United States endeavors to provide a minimum of 20,000 travel documents annually to aspiring Cuban emigrants. ... In so doing, the United States offers a safe, legal, and orderly means of coming to the United States. To date, the majority of travel documents issued under the Migration Accords fall into one of three programs: family-based immigrant visas; refugee resettlement; and parole under the Special Cuban Migration Program, also referred to as the Cuban Lottery. ... Two aspects of the existing array of migration programs limit the ability of the United States to effectively promote safe, legal, and orderly migration as an alternative to maritime crossings. First, with the exception of “immediate relatives” (e.g., spouse, unmarried child) of U.S. citizens (USCs), the number of family-based immigrant visas that are available in any given year is limited by statute. The statutory caps have resulted in long waiting periods before family members remaining in Cuba may rejoin the USCs and lawful permanent residents (LPRs) residing in the United States who petitioned for them. ... Under the CFRP Program, USCIS may exercise its discretionary parole authority to permit eligible Cuban nationals to come to the United States to rejoin their family members. ... Granting parole to eligible aliens under the CFRP Program serves the significant public benefit of enabling the United States to meet its commitments under the Migration Accords as well as reducing the perceived need for family members left behind in Cuba to make irregular and inherently dangerous attempts to arrive in the United States through unsafe maritime crossings, thereby discouraging alien smuggling as a means to enter the United States. [Emphasis added.]

This is a pretty telling admission. The purpose of the program was to evade “statutory caps” — numerical limits deliberately put into place by Congress. I can hardly think of a better poster child for the abuse of parole to deliberately “circumvent Congressionally-established immigration policy”. Lots of people all over the world have to wait a long time for certain family-sponsored immigrant visas to become available. Currently, the U.S. State Department reports that there are almost four million persons on the waiting lists. Pursuant to the Bush administration’s logic, DHS could on a whim decide to grant parole to all four million. And why stop at four million? After all, Gallup has found that more than 750 million people around the world would like to emigrate, with about 158 million naming the U.S. as their desired destination.

The Obama Administration

The Obama administration contemplated taking the abuse of parole to a whole new level. (In the end, it decided to instead take abuse of deferred action to a whole new level, but that is another story.) Early on in the administration, senior U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) officials prepared a draft memo for USCIS’s director suggesting that DHS amnesty millions of illegal aliens through its administrative powers. Among the suggested steps was the use of parole to legalize aliens “who entered the U.S. as minors without inspection” or who have “lived for many years in the U.S.” I recall that when I was the chief counsel of the immigration subcommittee, USCIS officials told us that the agency had rejected many of the memo’s suggestions. However, a seemingly authentic draft DHS memo was later disseminated that among other proposals (including one resembling what was to become DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals)), included one to use the parole power to allow for the immediate entry into the U.S. of over three million immigrants on extended family-sponsored green card waiting lists. I wonder where they could possibly have gotten that idea? (See preceding paragraph.)

The Central American Minors (CAM) Program

Following a surge of unaccompanied alien children (UAC) and families across the southern border beginning in the summer of 2014 that saw the number of UACs apprehended jump 945 percent to 68,541 from FY 2011 to 2014, and the number of families apprehended soar 361 percent to 68,445 from 2013 to 2014, the Obama administration announced the creation of a dual refugee/parole program for minors from Central America. According to DHS, the CAM program “provides children in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras with a safe and orderly alternative to the dangerous, irregular journey that some children are currently undertaking to the United States. ... [W]e are committed to protecting Central Americans at risk and expanding resettlement opportunities in the region.”
CAM allowed adult aliens in the U.S. to apply for refugee status for their children residing in their home countries if the children were unmarried, under 21, and nationals of Guatemala, El Salvador, or Honduras if the adults were legal permanent residents or (most often) illegal aliens who had received deferred action (including through DACA), TPS, parole, deferred enforced departure, or withholding of removal.

A State Department official admitted to immigration subcommittee staff in September 2014 that very few Central American minors whose parents submit refugee applications under CAM would be able to meet the statutory definition of a refugee (principally, having a well-founded fear of persecution). To avoid this inconvenient truth, the administration tagged on the parole aspect of CAM to allow it to bring in large numbers of aliens not qualifying as refugees (with the added benefit of not being constrained by the refugee program’s statutory and other limitations). According to State Department and USCIS officials, a minor would have to show that they “faced harm” — but when questioned about the definition of this term, they could provide no concrete answer.

As my colleague Nayla Rush has written:

> [I]ndividuals from El Salvador, Guatemala, or Honduras who made it to the U.S. — illegally for the most part — can now have their extended family members flown to them with U.S. taxpayers’ money. And those on the other side, who considered crossing here illegally, could be spared the trouble and given legal status. This seems to be the Obama administration’s idea of enforcing immigration laws.

The Obama administration then announced that it would be expanding CAM. The New York Times reported that:

> The White House ... announced a substantial expansion of a program to admit Central American refugees to the United States. ... “What we have seen is that our current efforts to date have been insufficient to address the number of people who may have legitimate refugee claims, and there are insufficient pathways for those people to present their claims,” Amy Pope, a deputy Homeland Security adviser, said. ... She said the revisions showed a recognition that “the criteria is too narrow to meet the categories of people who we believe would qualify under our refugee laws, but they just don’t have the mechanism to apply.”

Of course, Pope’s statement neglects to mention that most beneficiaries of the expanded CAM program would not in fact be able to “qualify under our refugee laws” but would instead need to be paroled. House Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte stated at the time that “[o]nce again, the Obama administration has decided to blow wide open any small discretion it has in order to reward individuals who have no lawful presence in the United States with the ability to bring their family members here.”

Federal litigation in the 9th Circuit has revealed that:

> As of July 13, 2017 ... [o]f the cases that have been issued decisions, 30% have been approved as refugees, 69% have been recommended for parole, and 1% were denied for both refugee status and parole. From its inception, the CAM Program granted parole broadly. Throughout its operation, the Program approved approximately 99% of beneficiaries who were interviewed and considered for parole.

As Nayla Rush quipped, “This reminds me of a French television program that aired a long time ago in which kids participated in a singing competition. The “competition” was in name only; at the end of each show, the host would declare “everyone a winner”. With CAM, almost everyone got an entry ticket into the United States.”

**International Entrepreneur Rule**

Over the years, many entrepreneur visa bills were introduced in Congress. In 2013, I myself worked on one introduced by Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.). None of them have become law under either Democrat or Republican control of Congress. Thus, one of the parting gifts of the Obama administration was to publish a final rule using the parole power to create an entrepreneur program out of whole cloth:

> The [International Entrepreneur] Final Rule ... applied to international entrepreneurs who can demonstrate that their parole into the United States ... would provide a significant public benefit to the United States ... indicated by, among
other things, the receipt of significant capital investment from U.S. investors with established records of successful investments, or obtaining significant awards or grants from certain Federal, State or local government entities.61

A few months earlier, on August 31, 2016, USCIS had published a notice of proposed rulemaking for the entrepreneur rule that laid out the Obama administration’s views as to the “expansive” extent of the parole power:

_The Secretary’s parole authority is expansive. Congress did not define the phrase “urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit,” entrusting interpretation and application of those standards to the Secretary._

_The authority has been exercised on behalf of individuals on an ad hoc basis, as well as through policy guidance or regulations identifying classes of individuals to be considered for parole through individualized case-by-case adjudications. For example, parole has long been used on an ad hoc basis for individuals with serious medical conditions who need to come into the United States for medical treatment, individuals subject to prosecution or who are required to testify in court, individuals cooperating with law enforcement agencies, volunteers offering assistance in response to natural or other disasters, and foreign officials and other dignitaries who are inadmissible but seek to attend events in the country._

_... Parole has also long been exercised on a case-by-case basis with respect to individuals falling within certain designated parameters, as defined through regulation or policy guidance. ... DHS has provided guidance on the case-by-case exercise of the parole authority ... including, for example, on behalf of certain Cuban nationals, certain individuals seeking to enter the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), and certain family members of U.S. military personnel. [Emphasis added.]_62

Yes, correct, there is ample precedent for the abuse of parole.

As required by the Administrative Procedure Act, the final rule responded to comments the agency had received on the proposed rule.63 DHS noted that:

_A commenter asserted that the rule created a new visa category which is under the exclusive purview of Congress, and therefore an illegal extension of authority by the executive branch. Another commenter ... questioned whether the proposed exercise of parole authority is supported by legislative history, is consistent with the INA’s overall statutory scheme, and whether “significant public benefit parole” as outlined in this rule is “arbitrary and capricious.”_64

DHS’s riposte:

_DHS disagrees with the comment asserting that the proposed rule would effectively create a new visa category, which only Congress has the authority to do. ... Congress expressly empowered DHS to grant parole on a case-by-case basis, and nothing in this rule uses that authority to establish a new nonimmigrant classification. ... DHS further disagrees with the comment that this rule is inconsistent with the legislative history on parole. Under current law, Congress has expressly authorized the Secretary to grant parole on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit. The statutory language in place today is somewhat more restrictive than earlier versions of the parole authority, which did not always require case-by-case review and now includes additional limits on the use of parole for refugees. ... But the statute clearly continues to authorize the granting of parole. Across Administrations, moreover, it has been accepted that the Secretary can identify classes of individuals to consider for parole so long as each individual decision is made on a case-by-case basis according to the statutory criteria. ... This rule implements the parole authority in that way. [Emphasis added.]._65

**CNMI Visa Waiver Program**

Among a number of CNMI-specific parole programs, in 2009, DHS announced that it would favorably consider, on a case-by-case basis, parole into the CNMI (in 2012 extended also to Guam) for Russian temporary visitors for business or pleasure based on the economic benefit such workers and visitors would provide to the U.S. territory.66

By the way, when Congress wants to authorize parole to be used on a categorical basis, it says so. The “Northern Mariana Islands Long-Term Legal Residents Relief Act” grants DHS the ability to “authorize deferred action or parole, as appropriate, with work authorization” for certain aliens pending the adjudication of their applications for CNMI resident status.67
Parole in Place

As the parole statute talks in terms “parole into the United States [of] any alien applying for admission to the United States,” one might assume that only aliens outside of the U.S. can be paroled. Well, that would have been a valid assumption, until IIRIRA. As the House Judiciary Committee report explained:

[The bill replaces] the definition of “entry” with a definition for “admission”... the entry of an alien into the United States after inspection and authorization by an immigration officer.

... This ... is intended to replace certain aspects of the current “entry doctrine,” under which illegal aliens who have entered the United States without inspection gain equities and privileges in immigration proceedings. ... Hence, the pivotal factor in determining an alien’s status will be whether or not the alien has been lawfully admitted.

... Currently, aliens who have entered without inspection are deportable. ... Under the new “admission” doctrine, such aliens will not be considered to have been admitted, and thus, must be subject to a ground of inadmissibility, rather than a ground of deportation, based on their presence without admission. (Deportation grounds will be reserved for aliens who have been admitted to the United States.)

What does this have to do with the ability to parole into the U.S. aliens already here? In 1998, the Immigration and Naturalization Service’s general counsel explained that:

[A]liens who are present in the United States without having been admitted or paroled are now deemed to be applicants for admission. ... Before [IIRIRA]... aliens who had entered the United States without having been inspected were amendable to deportation, rather than to exclusion, proceedings. ... Congress has [also] now provided for an expedited removal proceeding. ... The Service may invoke this procedure if an alien “who is arriving in the United States” is inadmissible. ... The consequence of these two [provisions] is that there are now two categories of applicants for admission, those who are arriving aliens, and those who are not. ... [A]liens who were once deportable for having entered without inspection are now considered in law to be applicants for admission. ... As [such], they are within the scope of the statutory parole authority.

OK, I don’t think the authors of IIRIRA had this result in mind, called “parole in place”, that aliens already in the U.S. are eligible for parole. But, to be fair, it is the upshot of IIRIRA’s reboot of the entry doctrine. IRIRA dramatically altered the meaning of “admission” without at the same time modifying the language providing that parole applies to “any alien applying for admission to the United States”. The INS reached the legally appropriate conclusion.

Haitian Family Reunion Program

In 2014, USCIS established the Haitian Family Reunion Program (HFRP):

The rebuilding and development of a safe and economically strong Haiti is a priority for the United States. While progress has been made since the 2010 earthquake that devastated parts of the country, Haiti continues to face significant development challenges. ... With the exception of “immediate relatives” of U.S. citizens (USCs) (i.e., parent, spouse and unmarried child(ren) under 21 years of age) ... the number of family-based immigrant visas that are available in any given year is limited by statute. ... These statutory limits have resulted in long waiting periods before family members remaining in Haiti may join the U.S.C. and lawful permanent resident ... family members in the United States who petitioned for them. ... USCIS will exercise its discretionary parole authority to permit certain eligible Haitians in Haiti to join their family members in the United States up to approximately two years before their immigrant visas become available, thereby promoting family unity. By expanding existing legal means for Haitians to immigrate, the HFRP Program serves a significant public benefit by promoting safe, legal, and orderly migration to the
United States. Furthermore, it supports U.S. goals for Haiti’s long-term reconstruction and development. ... HFRP Program beneficiaries will be eligible to [work and] contribute to Haiti’s post-earthquake reconstruction and development through remittances. [Emphasis added.] 70

“[T]he number of family-based immigrant visas that are available in any given year is limited by statute. ... These statutory limits have resulted in long waiting periods.” Sound familiar?

**Filipino World War II Veterans Parole Policy**

In 2016, USCIS established the Filipino World War II Veterans Parole Policy (FWVP):

More than 260,000 Filipino soldiers enlisted to fight for the United States during World War II. Estimates indicate that as many as 26,000 ... became U.S. citizens. As U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents (LPRs), these veterans may petition for certain of their family members to come to the United States. Estimates indicate that there are approximately between 2,000 to 6,000 Filipino American World War II veterans still alive in the United States today, many of whom greatly desire to have their family members in the United States during their final days. With the exception of “immediate relatives” ... the number of family-sponsored immigrant visas that are available in any given year is limited by statute. ... These statutory limits have resulted in long waiting periods before family members may join the petitioning U.S. citizens or LPRs in the United States and become LPRs themselves. For certain Filipino American family members, this wait can exceed 20 years. ... In many cases, paroling these family members may ... allow them to provide support and care for elderly veterans ... USCIS will consider individual requests for parole submitted for certain relatives who are the beneficiaries of approved family-based immigrant visa petitions filed by Filipino veterans or their surviving spouses. ... USCIS believes that the parole of qualified applicants ... would generally yield a “significant public benefit.” Additionally, considering the advanced age of World War II Filipino veterans and their spouses, and their increased need for care and companionship, grants of parole under the FWVP policy would often address urgent humanitarian concerns. 71

Again, sound familiar?

**Military Family Members**

In 2013, DHS issued guidance encouraging the use of parole for (generally, illegal alien) spouses, children, and parents of active duty members of the U.S. Armed Forces, those in the Selected Reserve of the Ready Reserve, and veterans:

- [Service members and veterans] face stress and anxiety because of the immigration status of their family members in the United States.

- Military preparedness can potentially be adversely affected if [they] worry about the immigration status of their spouses, parents and children.

- Similarly, our veterans, who have served and sacrificed for our nation, can face stress and anxiety because of the immigration status of their family members in the United States.

... 

*The fact that the individual is [such] a spouse, child or parent ... ordinarily weighs heavily in favor of parole in place.* 72

Baseball and apple pie? Five years earlier, legislation to in part legalize such military family members, H.R. 6020, was introduced in the House of Representatives by Zoe Lofgren, the Chairwoman of the Judiciary Committee’s immigration subcommittee. The bill never made it to the House floor, even under Democrat control. The dissenting views in the House Judiciary Committee report stated that:

*This bill is opposed by the American Legion. The National Commander of the American Legion stated that:*
On behalf of 2.7 million members of the American Legion ... [we] unequivocally oppose ... granting amnesty to those residing illegally in the United States. ... H.R. 6020 would reward non-citizen law breakers and undocumented immigrants with a short cut to citizenship that is nothing less than an official pardon for illegal acts: an amnesty. ... Non-citizen service members’ relatives who have entered the U.S. illegally or overstayed a visa or who may be fugitives from justice deserve no special adjustment. ... No special pardon, no reprieve from lawlessness, no exonerations for bad behavior is given to ... their family because one wore the uniform of the United States military. ... The American Legion remains adamantly opposed to the granting of pardons to illegal aliens.

... This bill creates a perverse incentive for persons to intentionally enter the military for the express purpose of procuring amnesty. ... This is not what service to our country is all about.⁷³

In any event, putting aside the merits of the legislation, Congress did not choose to pass it. Once again, circumvention of congressionally established immigration policy.

The Trump Administration

Despite the fact that the unbridled use of parole redounds to the benefit of the executive branch, the Trump administration tried to curtail parole abuses on a number of occasions. Shortly after taking office, President Trump issued an executive order stating in part that:

The Secretary [of Homeland Security] shall take appropriate action to ensure that parole authority under section 212(d) (5) of the INA ... is exercised only on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the plain language of the statute, and in all circumstances only when an individual demonstrates urgent humanitarian reasons or a significant public benefit derived from such parole.⁷⁴

DHS Secretary John Kelly then issued a memo stating that:

The statutory language authorizes parole in individual cases only where, after careful consideration of the circumstances, it is necessary because of demonstrated urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit. In my judgment, such authority should be exercised sparingly. The practice of granting parole to certain aliens in pre-designated categories in order to create immigration programs not established by Congress, has contributed to a border security crisis, undermined the integrity of the immigration laws and the parole process, and created an incentive for additional illegal immigration.⁷⁵

CAM Continued

On August 16, 2017, DHS announced the termination of CAM through a Federal Register notice, stating that: “Following the issuance of the Kelly Memo, DHS conducted a review of the CAM Parole Program. ... DHS’s review determined that [the] program provided parole very broadly and not in accordance with the statute and the President’s Executive Order.”⁷⁶

The termination was challenged, and a federal magistrate judge in California denied the plaintiffs’ motion to enjoin DHS from terminating CAM. The judge found that:

There is “a rational connection between facts found and conclusions made” by DHS. ... The facts found were that the CAM Parole Program was granting parole to virtually all beneficiaries who were interviewed. The conclusion made was that doing so was not in keeping with the new administration’s view of the parole statute and its policies on immigration. Whether the court agrees or disagrees with the government’s conclusion, it is “not empowered to substitute [its] judgment for that of the agency,” ... and it cannot say that the agency’s actions were arbitrary or capricious.

DHS has expressed its view that the better interpretation of the statutory language of the parole statute is that it “appears to strongly counsel in favor of using the parole authority sparingly and only in individual cases where, after careful con-
sideration of the circumstances, parole is necessary because of demonstrated urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.” ... Congress reemphasized this [very] view of parole when it amended the parole statute [in IIRIRA] to restrict the government’s discretion to approve parole “only on a case-by-case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.” ... The court cannot say that DHS’s view — that the parole statute counsels in favor of awarding parole sparingly — is legally erroneous, or that its decision to terminate a program that awarded parole broadly was based on a flawed legal analysis. 77

I should note, however, that the government did not argue that CAM was ultra vires — beyond what is permitted by law or the Constitution. As we shall see, this will be a recurring theme of Trump administration efforts to curtail parole abuse. The government will argue in memos, regulations, and in the court that its actions constitute permissible (even preferable) interpretations of the parole statute or permissible (even preferable) discretionary policy choices — not that they are actions the government was compelled to take as the only legally permissible course. Maybe arguing the former position was the most promising argument to make before hostile federal courts, maybe. But it left open the ability of future administrations to simply turn the parole engine right back on (which, as we shall see, the Biden administration was all too happy to do).

International Entrepreneur Rule Continued

On July 11, 2017, DHS published a final rule delaying until March 14, 2018, the effective date of the Obama entrepreneur rule, stating that:

DHS decided to delay the effective date ... to further consider [the rule] in light of E.O. 13767. ... Additionally, DHS will issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking soliciting public comments on the proposal to rescind the [entrepreneur rule]. The delayed effective date will provide an opportunity for the notice and comment rulemaking to take place. 78

DHS had not first published a proposed delay rule allowing for public comment, arguing that it had good cause under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) to forego notice and comment (and inviting comment on the final rule). On December 1, 2017, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia vacated the delay rule, finding that “[E]ach of [DHS’s] explanations might be good reason to promulgate the Delay Rule, but none justifies finalizing it without notice and comment. The Rule is therefore procedurally defective [under the APA]. 79

To ensure compliance with the court order, DHS began accepting applications for foreign entrepreneurs requesting parole under the entrepreneur rule. On May 29, 2018, it issued a proposed regulation to terminate the Obama administration’s rule:

After review ... the [entrepreneur] parole program should be removed, and [DHS] is soliciting public comments on its proposal to do so.

[T]he Department believes that th[is] extraordinary use of the Secretary’s discretionary parole authority ... is unwarranted and inadvisable. ... First, this sort of complex and highly structured program contemplated in the IE Final Rule is best left to the legislative process rather than an unorthodox use of the Secretary’s authority to “temporarily” parole, in a categorical way, otherwise inadmissible aliens into the United States for “significant public benefit.” ... Second, the ... Rule constitutes an extraordinary use of the Secretary’s parole authority, prescribing specific, detailed eligibility criteria and requiring exceptionally complex adjudications. Third, the ... Rule does not provide durable immigration solutions and in turn inadequately promotes the required investment and the jobs that depend on them. ... Fourth ... use of the agency’s present resources must be prioritized in light of the current Administration’s priorities [and] should not continue to be expended on this program, especially given the sort of difficult, complex, resource-intensive adjudications that [it] requires. ... Finally, the Secretary is permitted to decide to exercise her discretionary parole authority ... more narrowly than her predecessor(s). The Secretary has elected to do so here for the reasons described herein and in the interest of the efficient, effective implementation of the current statutory scheme, which already prescribes conditions under which certain entrepreneurs and investors may obtain lawful immigration status ... and in certain instances lawful permanent resident status in the United States.

... The Department believes that parole ... is not an appropriate legal mechanism to establish and implement a complicated program for entrepreneurs and business startups that requires complex and time consuming adjudications.
The Rule's interpretation of significant public benefit, with its myriad and exceptionally detailed eligibility requirements relating to qualifying investments and start-up entities, amounted to an unconventional codification of significant public benefit parole criteria. The Rule focused too narrowly on the potential economic benefits that foreign entrepreneurs may bring, without giving sufficient attention to the existing statutory scheme wherein Congress has already provided pathways for certain entrepreneurs to come to the United States to start and grow their business.

Removing the Rule would be more congruent with the overall statutory scheme.

Congress could create a new visa classification to provide legal immigration status to foreign nationals seeking to remain and start businesses in the United States using venture capital or other U.S.-sourced funding. DHS believes this would be a more appropriate means for doing so because Congress is uniquely well-positioned to balance the many competing and complex policy priorities in attracting and retaining foreign entrepreneurs and promoting investment and innovation in the United States. DHS is proposing to defer to Congress on whether, and if so how to best create a specific immigration pathway that addresses the unique and varied characteristics of foreign entrepreneurs through the legislative process. [Emphasis added.]

CNMI

On September 3, 2019, DHS announced that it was terminating Russian participation in the CNMI visa waiver program:

[DHS] has decided to terminate the 2009 and 2012 policies concerning the exercise of discretionary parole authority for Russian nationals. [It has] concluded that the policy should be terminated, for numerous reasons ... [including that] the parole authority has been exercised far [more] expansively than originally intended. For Guam, parole accounted for approximately 99 percent of all Russian visitors in 2012 and 85 percent of all Russian visitors in 2017. Similarly, parole accounted for approximately 90 percent of all Russian visitors to the CNMI in 2010 and 82 percent of all Russian visitors in 2017.

HFRP and FWVP Parole Programs Continued

On August 2, 2019, USCIS Acting Director Ken Cuccinelli announced the agency’s intention to terminate HFRP and FWVP:

Under these categorical parole programs [HFRP and FWVP], individuals have been able to skip the line and bypass the proper channels established by Congress. With the termination of these programs, these individuals will no longer be permitted to wait in the United States for their family-based green card to become available, consistent with the rules that apply to the rest of the world. USCIS is committed to exercising this limited authority in a manner that preserves the integrity of our immigration system and does not encourage aliens to unlawfully enter the United States.

On December 28, 2020, DHS announced that:

USCIS undertook a review of existing categorical parole programs. USCIS is announcing the termination of HFRP and FWVP programs.

Consistent with Secretary Kelly’s February 20, 2017 implementing memorandum, USCIS has determined that, as a matter of policy, the HRFP and FWVP programs do not meet DHS’s obligation to narrowly exercise its parole authority.

DHS believes the existing broad presumption that there are significant public benefit or urgent humanitarian reasons to consider parole for new applicants who meet the specific preestablished criteria under the HFRP and
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FWVP programs is inconsistent with the Executive Order and Secretary Kelly’s implementing guidance directing that the policy of DHS is to exercise its parole authority narrowly.

...

DHS has determined Haiti has made significant progress recovering from the 2010 earthquake and subsequent effects. ... In light of these determinations, DHS has determined that the HFRP program no longer serves a significant public benefit for new applicants.

...

DHS has determined that the FWVP program is inconsistent with the policy decision to narrowly exercise DHS’ parole authority in making determinations of significant public benefit. With regard to urgent humanitarian concerns, DHS has no data substantiating that the admission of participants in the FWVP program routinely addresses an urgent humanitarian concern. An eligible alien may request parole even if the veteran and spouse the alien is petitioning to support are both deceased. ... For these reasons, DHS believes that new FWVP program applications are more appropriately adjudicated through an individual application instead of a categorical program with a presumption of a significant public benefit or urgent humanitarian concern.

...

DHS believes the FWVP program is inconsistent with its narrower interpretation of the parole authority and the public policy goals supported by a narrow use of its parole authority (as described in Secretary Kelly’s memorandum). [Emphasis added.]

Expeditied Removal and the Detention of Arriving Aliens

IIRIRA mandates that before being expeditiously removed, aliens placed into expedited removal proceedings who express a fear of return to their home country be interviewed by asylum officers to determine whether they have a “credible fear” of persecution. Importantly, the statute provides that regardless of whether such alien receives a positive or negative fear determination, they must be detained pending the adjudication of their asylum claim or their removal.

However, Congress’s command has been disregarded by every administration through misuse of the parole power. The Obama administration explained that:

Longstanding regulations ... provide discretionary criteria and other guidance for the use of parole with respect to arriving aliens detained in the United States. ... Those regulations provide that parole from immigration custody generally would be “justified” on a case-by-case basis if an individual falls within one of several specific categories, including individuals with serious medical conditions, pregnant women, juveniles, or individuals whose “continued detention is not in the public interest” as determined by certain listed officials.

On December 8, 2009, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Director John Morton issued a memo ordering that:

[When an arriving alien found to have a credible fear establishes ... his or her identity and that he or she presents neither a flight risk nor danger to the community, [Detention and Removal Operations] should, absent additional factors ... parole the alien on the basis that his or her continued detention is not in the public interest.]

The Trump administration did not rescind the Morton memo, yet parole grants nevertheless dropped dramatically. This gave a federal court an opening to demand that DHS faithfully follow to the Morton memo (in the five ICE field offices that were the subject of the litigation):

Pointing to the fact that parole rates have plummeted from over 90% to nearly zero ... [Plaintiffs] assert that the Government is no longer following its own Parole Directive [the Morton memo] ... that ... DHS is now engaging in systematic detention.
Defendants contest this characterization, claiming instead that they continue to implement the ICE Directive, and that parole remains available to asylum-seekers at the five Field Offices.

According to Plaintiffs, their detention is the direct result of the Field Offices’ current departure from the protections of the Parole Directive in favor of de facto detention — an allegation that is robustly supported by statistics and other record evidence.

The Government has conceded that ICE is required to follow the Directive when determining parole for asylum seekers who have established a credible fear of persecution. Plaintiffs here have provided ample evidence that, in the initial months of the current administration, nearly every application for parole from such individuals has been denied. This is in sharp contrast to the prior parole-grant rates, and indicates a likely departure from the policies and processes mandated by the Parole Directive.

The Court notes, moreover, that the dramatic departure in parole-grant rates from years past has not been explained in any way by Defendants. The Government does not indicate any change in circumstances that would lead to a shift in how the Parole Directive is being applied. Instead, in February 2017, then-DHS Secretary John Kelly stated that the Parole Directive “remain[s] in full force and effect,” and the Government represented the same to the Supreme Court just last year. Declarations submitted by Defendants in this case, moreover, also state that the Parole Directive remains in force. Defendants cannot claim that the ICE Directive remains fully in effect, and yet, at the same time, provide no explanation for the sudden shift in the day-to-day treatment of asylum seekers under the current administration.

The Court … finds that Plaintiffs have demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits of their Accardi claim that Defendants are not abiding by their own policies and procedures. Defendants are hereby ENJOINED from denying parole to any provisional class members absent an individualized determination, through the parole process, that such provisional class member presents a flight risk or a danger to the community … based on the specific facts of each provisional class member’s case [and] not be based on categorical criteria applicable to all provisional class members.

The Biden Administration

Prior to the Obama administration, according to the Humanitarian Assistance Branch (first within ICE and currently within USCIS) protocols for adjudicating humanitarian parole applications, “humanitarian parole is an extraordinary measure, to be used sparingly and not to circumvent normal visa-issuing procedures.” Even during the Obama administration, USCIS’s own website stated that “[h]umanitarian parole is used sparingly to bring someone who is otherwise inadmissible into the United States for a temporary period of time due to a compelling emergency.”

International Entrepreneur Rule Continued

On May 11, 2021, USCIS announced that it “is withdrawing the ... NPRM that would have removed the [international entrepreneur] parole program from DHS regulations.”

Haitian (HFRP) and Filipino (FWVP) Parole Programs Continued

USCIS has announced that it “will continue [the] HFRP ... program. DHS has reversed its 2019 announcement that it would terminate this program. [USICS] will continue the FWVP ... program. DHS has reversed its 2019 announcement that it would terminate this program.”
Detention of Aliens Continued

While not an essential part of the holding of the case, and thus technically dicta, the 5th Circuit found in State of Texas v. Biden in December that:

[DHS's] idea seems to be that [it] can simply parole every alien it lacks the capacity to detain.

DHS cannot ... parole aliens en masse; that was the whole point of the “case-by-case” requirement that Congress added in IIRIRA. ... So the Government’s ... parole [of] every alien it cannot detain is the opposite of the “case-by-case basis” determinations required by law.

The Government says DHS can ignore Congress’s limits on immigration parole and that Supreme Court precedent makes everyone (including the plaintiff States and the federal courts) powerless to say anything about it. The Government’s sole precedent for this proposition is Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzales. ... There, the Court held that “[t]he deep-rooted nature of law-enforcement discretion” can survive “even in the presence of seemingly mandatory legislative commands.” ... The Government reads this to mean that it can take the powers given to it by Congress (such as the power to grant immigration parole) while ignoring the limits Congress placed on those powers (such as the case-by-case requirement in [the parole statute]).

This argument is as dangerous as it is limitless. By the Government’s logic, Castle Rock would allow DHS to use the power to make, say, asylum decisions while ignoring every single limitation on those decisions imposed by the INA. And perhaps worse, the Government would have us hold that DHS’s pick-and-choose power is completely insulated from judicial review. That would make DHS a genuine law unto itself. And Castle Rock says no such thing[ — it] is relevant only where an official makes a nonenforcement decision. …”

DHS’s pretended power to parole aliens while ignoring the limitations Congress imposed on the parole power [is] not nonenforcement; it’s misenforcement, suspension of the INA, or both. [Emphasis added.]

CAM Continued

On June 15, 2021, DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas and Secretary of State Antony Blinken issued a joint statement that:

Today, we are proud to announce the second phase of the CAM reopening, which will expand access to the program to a greater number of qualifying individuals. Eligibility to petition will now be extended to include legal guardians (in addition to parents) who are in the United States pursuant to any of the following qualifying categories: lawful permanent residence; temporary protected status; parole; deferred action; deferred enforced departure; or withholding of removal. In addition, this expansion of eligibility will now include certain U.S.-based parents or legal guardians who have a pending asylum application or a pending U visa petition filed before May 15, 2021. It will allow them to petition for access to the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program on behalf of their children who are nationals of El Salvador, Guatemala, or Honduras for potential resettlement in the United States. These new changes will dramatically expand access to the CAM program. ... We are firmly committed to ... providing a legal alternative to irregular migration. [Emphasis added.]

On January 28, 2022, Texas and a number of other states filed suit in federal district court in Texas to enjoin the Biden administration from proceeding with this scheme:

The crux of the CAM program is its use of the parole authority ... to allow the very same individuals who did not qualify as refugees to come into the United States.

…

[It] is an unlawful artifice of the Biden Administration’s imagination, never authorized by Congress. And to the extent that it facilitates the entry into the United States of illegal aliens’ family members based on the mere existence of an appli-
cation for speculative benefits, it is an extraordinarily disastrous program to employ in the middle of an unprecedented border crisis.

The CAM Program is illegal.

This Court should declare unlawful and enjoin the Biden Administration’s unlawful program.

The INA does not explicitly or implicitly create any authority in the executive branch that includes the ability to create an entire program that categorically considers applicants for benefits as applicants for parole. ... If it did, there would be no limit on the number of aliens who could be brought into the United States. Any administration could circumvent all caps set on immigration levels by simply determining general categories that constitute a “significant public benefit” or a “urgent humanitarian reason,” reviewing an application from each applicant, and paroling all applicants because the administration desires such a result. Such a result is directly contrary to the plain text and legislative history of the parole statute.98

Conclusion

So, the states are doing what the Trump administration never did, challenging the very legality of categorical parole. Should the 5th Circuit agree, and remember what it has already found in Texas v. Biden — “DHS’s pretended power to parole aliens while ignoring the limitations Congress imposed on the parole power [is] ... misenforcement, suspension of the INA, or both.” — this challenge could shake the very foundations of the executive branch’s three-score-and-10-year expropriation of the power of the legislative branch through the parole power. Paraphrasing Bob Dylan: In the end, could Congress win the war after losing every battle?99

Should the federal courts not rein in parole abuse, Congress should pass the House-passed parole reform that Lamar Smith proposed in 1996, only allowing for parole if:

- an alien has a medical emergency and the alien cannot obtain necessary treatment in the foreign state in which the alien is residing or the medical emergency is life-threatening and there is insufficient time for the alien to be admitted through the normal visa process,
- an alien is needed in the U.S. in order to donate an organ or other tissue for transplant into a close family member,
- an alien has a close family member in the United States whose death is imminent and the alien could not arrive in the U.S. in time to see such family member alive if the alien were to be admitted through the normal visa process,
- an alien has assisted the U.S. Government in a matter, such as a criminal investigation, espionage, or other similar law enforcement activity, and either the alien’s presence in the U.S. is required by the Government or the alien’s life would be threatened if the alien were not permitted to come to the United States, or
- an alien is to be prosecuted in the U.S. for a crime.100
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